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"This Wide Niaht" opens this week
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(Left to right) Tiffany Streng and Corrin Carlson rehearse a scene from their upcoming show, This Wide Night
Erin Seaberg

Winonan

Winona State University's
Department of Theater and
Dance will present the play,
"This Wide Night", on April
12, 13 and 14.

The play follows two women Corrin Carlson, Caitlin McCoy,
who met when they were and Tiffany Streng chose "This
assigned as cellmates in prison Wide Night" as their capstone
and developed a friendship. project. Carlson and Streng
The show takes place as one play the two main characters,
character comes to stay with Marie and Lorraine. Strengalso
is the props manager. McCoy is
the other after her release.
Senior theater students the stage manager as well as a

co-producer. Jim Williams is
the director for the show.
The play was selected when
Williams first suggested it in
December of last year. McCoy
joined the operation last spring.
Since then, Carlson and
Streng have been busy

Jrad Farrell/Winonan
developing their characters.
In order to further understand
their characters' mindsets, the
two actors visited a women's
prison.

See NIGHT, pg. 2
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NIGHT
Streng said, "It's been a
challenging
character
for
me because I am portraying
a woman who has seen and
experienced things that are so
different from my own life. I
have really had to rely on my
imagination."
Chloe Moss, who wrote
'This Wide Night," spent six
weeks in the prison that the
play is set in, which helped to
make it realistic. This play first
premiered in an all women's

continued from pg. 1
theater.
"It's not a plot-driven play,
it's a character-driven play,"
McCoy said. "It follows two
people who are trying to find
their place in this world, and
trying to find the relationship
between them. If you can relate
to either of those things, you
will enjoy the show."
The show is presented in
the round, which means that
audience members see the
show from all angles. This is

meant to draw them into the
relationship that is constantly
developing
and
changing
throughout the show.
"We have both done two
person scenes before, but
having two people on stage for
60 pages' worth of lines has
been a new experience. There
is so much attention on you.
You can't drop your character
for a second," Carlson said.
Carlson, McCoy and Streng
have all acted and worked on

several shows during their
time at Winona State. All
three women hope to continue
working in theater after
graduation.
McCoy said, "The size of our
department has given me the
ability to do many of the things
I have wanted to do. I know I
will use the experience I have
gained here as I move on in my
career."
The show will take place at
7:30 p.m. each night. The doors

will open at 7 p.m. Tickets are
free to students with an ID and
will cost $5 for the public. The
show will last approximately
90 minutes and includes a short
intermission. Seating is limited,
so early arrival is encouraged.

Contact Erin at
ESeaberg06@winona.edu

New film studies minor offered
Karin Chandler
Winonan

Winona State University has
a new minor: Film Studies.
Professors J. Paul Johnson
and Andrea Wood have been
collaborating with faculty
from a range of departments,
including the Frozen River
Film Festival, the English,
mass communication, theatre,
and music departments, to
make this new minor possible.
The minor's focus isn't on
the production aspect of film,
but the aesthetics, Johnson said.
Faculty
member
have
noticed students' interests in
film studies courses throughout
the years, and they decided
that a film studies minor would
satisfy the students' interests.
Andrea Wood, a professor in
the English department and the

first official film studies hire in
the English department, related
how a student transferred to
another school because of the
insufficient film
studies at
Winona State. She also said that
there was a lot of support from
other departments in creating
the film studies minor.
Johnson said, "I'm really
excited that students can now
take an organized program
of courses in film studies and
related arts."
The planning stages of
creating a new minor are long
and tedious. The film studies
minor has been in these stages
for approximately 18 months.
Wood said, "There's a lot of
paperwork. It [the new minor]
has to establish a need, get
[interest] a lot of students,
propose to the departments, go
through committees, and all

sorts of things."
Eighteen semester hours
of required courses include a
variety of options from FILM,
MCOM, ENG, MUS, and
THAD classes, and six semester
hours of electives from any of
the FILM courses are required
for the new 24 semester hour
B.A. minor. Wood talked about
some of the content of the
courses being about the history
and analysis of film.
Johnson said, "We've been
offering some great new
courses in film genres—war
films, melodrama, film noir,
horror, science fiction,
the
western—and there are many
more across the curriculum,
like Film Music and Queer
Cinema."
Of the courses that are
required to fulfill the film
studies minor, there's a new

course on film genre. Different
genres will be available to
study during the fall and spring
semesters. Wood said that the
electives are being left open
for new courses that may arise
in the future. One example of
a new course for the elective
requirement is queer cinema.
Both Wood and Johnson are
excited for the new film studies
minor coming for the 2012 fall
semester, not only because of
the student interest but because
of their own personal interest in
film studies.
Wood said, "I'm excited to
have students interested in
seriously studying film, and I
will be able to teach more film
classes."
The film studies minor is
designed to accompany a
variety of majors. For instance,
some of the required courses

include acting, film
music,
media studies, and playwriting/
scriptwriting.
Johnson said, "I'm excited
that students will be able to
complement their existing
majors, whether they're in
business, literature, theater, or
mass communications, with the
new minor."
The Frozen River Film
Festival is an annual event
where people can see different
films others have made.
Johnson said, "In the future, I
hope we can expand students'
opportunities to work with the
Frozen River Film Festival and
other ventures."

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona.edu

CLASP seeks proposals for 2012-2013
Melissa Edel
Winonan
Winona State University
collected proposals for the
upcoming Consortium for
Liberal Arts and Science
Promotion (CLASP) series last
week.
Next fall, students, faculty
and the Winona community
will be brought together to
discuss the university theme
of Weil-Connected, provided

2*News

by the Engaged Teaching and
Scholarship
All-University
committee along with feedback
from the Lyceum and Common
Book Committees.
Joan Francioni, professor
of computer science and
faculty liaison for the Engaged
Teaching and Scholarship
committee said, "The AllUniversity committee consists
of
representatives from
all the different groups on
campus, such as faculty, staff,

administration, and students
as well as two community
members to provide an outside
perspective."
She said the community
representation is "crucial, since
the focus of the committee is
in supporting programming
and events that engage our
students in relevant work with
the community."
This theme will cover
aspects of the "Wellness
Wheel" including emotional,

environmental,
intellectual,
occupational, physical, social
and spiritual aspects. The
"Wellness Wheel" focuses on
whole-person wellness.
"Next year's theme, in
particular, is about how
different aspects of ourselves
and our communities influence
each
other,"
Francioni
said. "Learning about this
at an individual level and
understanding how it also
works on a community level

will make us all better prepared
to live healthy and fulfilling
lives."
Vicki
Englich,
Winona
State
community
liaison
and coordinator of center
for engaged teaching and
scholarship said CLASP is an
informal setting for students,
faculty and the Winona
community to discuss topics in
general.

See CLASP, pg. 3

"Dakota Women's Work" explores Minnesota history
Calline Cronin
Winonan
There wasn't an open seat
left in the house around 7:10
p.m. on Tuesday, April 3 at The
Book Shelf when Winona State
University's own Dr. Colette
Hyman introduced her second
book, "Dakota Women's Work:
Creativity, Culture and Exile".
"If it were at all in my nature,
I would be speechless," Hyman
said.
Chris Livingston, owner
of The Book Shelf since its
opening in 2002, even joked
that if 2l fire marshal should
arrive, half of the crowd would
have to move into The Blue
Heron, an adjoining cafe.
"I definitely underestimated
the turnout for tonight," he
said.
Hyman, who teaches U.S.
history and women's history at
Winona State, wrote "Dakota
Women's Work" to depict
the traditions of the Dakota
people, especially the role of
the women.
After "Staging Strikes" was
published in 1997, Hyman
began work on her second book
project in 2001, researching the
history of the Dakota tribe.
During the late 1850s, the
Dakota American Indians,

native
to
Minnesota,
experienced hardship and
hunger; conflicts continued to
erupt between white settlers
and the Dakota, leading up to
the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862.
After several months of battle
and U.S. Army interference,
most Dakota surrendered.
Then, on December 26, 1862,
38 Dakota were hanged in
Mankato, Minn, in what is
known as the largest mass
execution in American history.
By April 1863, in the aftermath
of the war, the remaining
Dakota were exiled from their
homelands to Nebraska and
South Dakota.
Although Hyman had no
previous
experience
with
Native American history, she
sought to explore the lives of
the Dakota women both before
and after the U.S.-Dakota War
of 1862.
"The issues of gender and
family and w-ork were central
to what I had studied
in women's history," she
said. "My understanding of
Native American history was
shaped by my understanding of
women's history."
In 2002, Hyman's journey
began. "I set out to meet Dakota
people and to find artifacts
created by Dakota women."

She found that Dakota
women's decorative work
reflected the evolution of their
lifestyles during the mid- to late
1800s—white encroachment,
loss of land, starvation, war,
and displacement, followed
by reservation life and
missionaries. " D a k o t a
Women's Work," Hyman's
final product, closely examines
Dakota women's decorative
work, such as needlework,
quillwork, dyes, and beading,
all of which radiate their
identity and customs.
Hyman said she was able to
produce this book because she
said the right things, asked the
right questions and ultimately
gained the Dakota people's
trust.
"I've been amazed with the
generosity," she said, "I never
expected that."
Hyman also said she feels
a genuine responsibility to
continue her work with Dakota
history, which her next book
project suggests.
"I would like to explore
the relationship between the
prison camp and the city of
Davenport," she said.
For those who would like
a taste the Dakota women's
traditions and want to learn
about an American Indian tribe

CREATIVITY,
CULTURE
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Colette A. Hyman
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that once roamed the Winona
area, check out Hyman's book,
"Dakota Women's Work".

CLASP
In 2007, Winona State
transitioned to the first
university theme. Since then,
Englich said all departments
have been able to share their
own views on the topic of
discussion.
Englich said, "The theme
can be inteipreted in different
people's lectures in all sorts of
ways."
Francioni
said
some
presentations from past years
included a wide variety of

Contact Calline at
CCroninO?@winona.eda

— continued from pg. 2
subject matter, with such
titles as "Body Mind: Our
Mobile Home," and "Navajo
Oral History: Documentary
Journalism Collaboration."
"Body Mind: Our Mobile
Home" was presented last
fall by Oretchen Cohenour,
professor of theatre and dance.
She portrayed' the theme
"Home and Place" by sharing
in her proposal that the body is
our home on earth.
"Navajo
Oral
History:

Documentary
Journalism
Collaboration" was presented
last fall by Tom Grier,
associate professor of mass
communication. He portrayed
the theme "Home and Place"
by sharing in his proposal
that Winona State and Dine
College
students
worked
together on a service project
for a Navajo elder. They then
researched, interviewed, took
photographs, wrote and edited
documentaries. He wrote that

the documentaries are now
archived at the Navajo Nation
Museum and Library, and in
the Dine College and Winona
State libraries.
. Englich said the CLASP
series impacts Winona State
in a variety of ways. She said
faculty and staff have the
ability to lead and discuss a
topic. Englich said it brings the
community in free of charge to
share discussion providing a
community connection.

Englich said, "I encourage
students to take advantage
of this opportunity. It's an
opportunity to gain new
perspectives and it doesn't cost
anything."

Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona,edu
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Sh*t Folks Say" fosters dialogue between students

-v.

Students watch as the PRIDE Black Student Association offer their insight on their presentation "Sh*t Folks Say."
Julia Sand

Winonan
Hamline
University's
PRIDE Black Student Alliance
presented and engaged students
in conversation about the
YouTube viral videos, "Sh*t
Say" last Wednesday at
Winona State University.
The Inclusion and Diversity
Office Director, Alex Hines,
invited the group to Winona
State after he saw their first
presentation at the Pan African
Conference at Mankato State
University.
"It engaged me. It was
students talking to students;
that's what made it different for
me," Hines said.
Students-talking-to-students
is definitely the atmosphere
these Hamline visitors created.
They first
introduced
themselves - Salisa Grant,
junior; President Michael
Riley, senior; Keyonis Johnson,
sophomore; Yakasah Wehyee,

4*News

sophomore; and Chloe Collins,
sophomore - and before
beginning discussion, laid out
"ground rules."
The rules to follow were:
This is a safe place, Respect,
No side conversations, and
Honesty.
Once the audience agreed to
these ground rules, the videos
were played. In the first group
of videos was "Sh*t Girls Say,"
"Sh*t Black Girls Say," and
"Sh*t White Girls Say to Black
Girls."
Videos one and two got some
good laughs out of the crowd:
men dressed up as women,
saying things such as "Shut!
Up!" and "Turn it up, that is
my jam!"
The third, however, caused
near silence.
While the first two were men
acting as women, the third was
a black girl dressed as a white
girl.
Grant,
leader
of
the
presentation, then asked the

audience a few questions, the
first one being "What are your
initial thoughts?"
Many of the audience
members spoke up, and many
agreed that the reason the first
two were funny and the last one
was not for a few reasons.
First, videos one and two
were more so about gender:
how guys perceived girls.
Second, the first two were
men playing the same race role:
white guy playing a white girl,
black guy playing black girl.
However, the last one was a
black girl playing a white girl.
It became about race.
The other side of the
conversation was that these
videos were possibly not made
to take a stab at any race or
gender.
An audience member also
pointed out that maybe these
videos were made with the
hope of shedding light on these
"stereotypes," which did its job
because now many people are

talking about it.
As a rebuttal, another
woman presented the point
that even if it is made for a
positive reason, when a young
audience sees and hears these
videos of "stereotypes," it
subconsciously will get into
their head.
Other topics were touched
on such as the image these
videos are portraying and also
a look at the many black female
movie characters black men
have played: Mrs. Doubtfire,
Wanda, and Shanaynay.
In regard to pictures of those
characters, a man said, "Where
are the smart and intelligent
ones?"
Many people saw that these
characters in movies portray
one type of black woman: loud,
big, over-dramatic.
The next videos that were
played were "Sh*t Gay Guys
Say" and "Sh*t Asian Dads
Say.
While these again were funny

Kyle Kotajarvi/Winonan
at some points, the laughter
was not as prominent as the
first two videos.
One girl in the audience's
view was that some of these
videos aren't funny because
depending on one's own race,
one cannot relate to those in the
videos.
Grant said it goes back to the
audience: who these videos are
intended for.
Another point brought up
was the importance to look at
where these scripts are coming
from.
One audience member said,
"One thing to look at is who
is writing the script. It is the
guy playing the girl, giving his
version? Or is it a guy getting
information from other girls,
who are more in tune with what
females say?"
The inevitable question at
the end was then asked: Why is
this important?

See VIDEOS, pg. 5

Spruce Up Winona this spring
Beth Rockswold
Winonan

Winona State University
will participate in the annual
"Spruce up Winona" event
on April 19, from 1 to 5 p.m.,
along with Saint Mary's
University and Minnesota State
College-Southeast Technical
to help clean up neighborhood
areas and do chores for senior
citizens and people in need.
"I was born and raised in
Winona and I always want to
see the place where I grew up
clean," a Winona State student,
Jordan Pearson, said. "We
need to make sure we keep the
campus and the surrounding
areas unpolluted."
At Winona State, student
organizations have adopted the
blocks surrounding main and
west campuses. In conjunction
with Winona County Public
Health, students also will lend a
helping hand to the elderly with
spring chores and cleaning.
"We focus primarily on the
area directly surrounding main
and west campus. However, if
numbers allow, we will send
some groups downtown and
around the lakes," Ryan Kirk, a
student at Winona State who is
involved with this year's event,
said. "We use clubs who adopt

a block as well as individual
students to make this happen."
Pearson said, "The lakes
are a big part of Winona and
everyone knows that. We need
to make sure we keep that area
clean as well."
Kirk
said
that
when
volunteers show up on April 19,
they are assigned one square
block to clean up by picking up
trash and recyclables along the
sidewalks and streets, and just
making sure the overall area is
tidy.
Kirk said last year around
350 students participated in
"Spruce Up Winona." He said
150 of those came without
being involved in clubs. Many
of the clubs last year that
showed up ended up cleaning
more than one block as well.
"I would, personally like to
break 300 students this year in
this activity," Kirk said.
The event is free and open to
anyone who would like to join,
help out, and keep Winona
roads and areas clean.
"The more the merrier!" Kirk
said.
Another
Winona
State
student, Libby Patton, shared
her insight about keeping the
Winona area clean.
"We need to keep everything
clean and presentable so that

The absence of a trash receptacle at the Garvin Heights lookout has resulted in the buildup
of litter over the north side of the terrace.
Kyle Kotajarvi/Winonar

people can enjoy it as much as
we have for years to come,"
Patton said.
She said that she enjoyed
seeing the campus and area
around campus clean because
it made living in Winona easier
and more appreciable.
Winona State has participated
in "Spruce Up Winona" since

April of 2006, when President
Judith Ramaley requested this
as a day of service in honor of
her inauguration.
Every year, the event has
grown, and many people have
come to volunteer with helpful
hands and dedication.
Kirk said, "Information can
be found through our Facebook

VIDEOS
Of those who spoke up,
many agreed that looking at
these videos that deal with
race, ethnicity, and gender is
important so we can break the
cycle of stereotypes and stop
them from carrying on.
"When we walk out of this

event. We have also set up i
table in the Lower Hypher
where students can asl<
questions and sign up."

Contact Beth at
BRockswold08@winona.edu

— continued from pg. 4
room, we have two choices: we
can do something about it, or
we can wait for someone to do
something about it. We can say
'This isn't funny,'" one woman
said.
Overall, the presentation
was very conversation-like.

The Hamline leaders led the
conversation,
encouraging
everyone to speak freely about
their opinion.
A.T. Moffett, a dance teacher
at Winona State, said she came
because she was just interested
in the topic.

"It gave me a lot of
information to think about. It
brought up a lot of important
questions that are hard to talk
about," Moffett said.
This discussion-presentation
will hopefully not be the last.
Hines said, "I want to start

at least once a month wit!
student-to-student and having
speakers that will engage the
audience."
Contact Julia at
JSandlO@winona.edu
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Choices course added to orientation week
Rebecca Mueller
Winonan

Current students at Winona
State University probably
•emember that part of their
orientation week activities
nvolved a number of alcohol
education activities, including
m online course called
AlcoholEDU. In Fall 2012,
incoming freshmen students
vvill see an addition to the
ilcohol education program.
An adaptation of the Choices
urogram has been added to the
orientation week schedule as
Dart of a trial run for an update to
:he previous alcohol education
program for incoming students.
32 student leaders will lead
two 45-minute Choices classes
during orientation week. As
of the April 4 Student Senate
meeting, five more student
volunteers were needed. These
student leaders are separate
from the student orientation
leaders that lead small groups
of freshman students in most
of their . orientation week

activities.
The standard Choices course
is offered as a sanction for
students who have earned
underage drinking tickets.
The purpose of the hour-long
course is to encourage students
to make smart choices about
drinking.
By adding a version of
the Choices course to the
orientation week schedule, the
administration hopes to take
a more proactive approach to
alcohol education.
Student
Senator
Logan
Galchutt is optimistic about
the more proactive approach.
"Peer-to-peer communication
always seems to be more
effective than a simple lecture
or talk."
Many students do not believe
that previous renditions of the
alcohol education program have
been particularly successful.
"[The
program]
was
somewhat beneficial, but it.
wasn't very effective," said
Galchutt, who was a freshman
at Winona State in the Fall 2010

semester. "It was informative,
but it was tedious and not very
interactive."
In recent years, the program
has included an online course
and orientation week activities
such as an optional guest
speaker and in-class activities
led by student orientation
leaders.
All students are encouraged
to enroll in and complete the
online AlcoholEDU course
at the start of their first year
at Winona State. Incoming
students for the upcoming fall
semester will receive an email
notification to enroll in July.
The two-part course is made
of an introductory 2.5 hour
section and a 15 minute followup section.
Parents have the option to
complete an accompanying
version of the AlcoholEDU
course. The goal of this course
is to start a dialogue between
parents and students about
alcohol and making safe
decisions.
"We would like to have

more people [complete the
parent portion]," said Dean of
Students Karen Johnson, who
cites a low completion rate
in the parent segment of the
online course.
Another standard part of the
freshman alcohol education
program is an optional guest
speaker presentation. Current
students may remember Jim
Matthews, who has spoken
at Winona State for the past
two years. Matthews' hourlong presentation consisted
of a PowerPoint in which
he explained the dangers of
alcohol, along with some
video clips and audience
participation.
"[Matthews] didn't talk
down to the students but told
personal stories about his
past with alcohol," explained
Melanie Anderson, who was
a student orientation leader
for the Fall 2011 orientation
week. "He polled students on
their opinions about alcohol
awareness by having students
text their answers to a computer

mm
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program he had."
Matthews will not be
returning to Winona State
in August due to scheduling
conflicts. This year, a new
speaker will be presenting
instead.
Each year, student orientation
leaders design activities to
discuss alcohol awareness. In
Anderson's group, students
anonymously
submitted
questions they had about
alcohol.
"I tried my best to answer
those questions or refer
the students to a person or
resource that could answer
their questions," Anderson
explained.
The new alcohol education
program will launch for new
student
orientation
week,
which begins Aug. 20, 2012.

Contact Rebecca at
RMueller08@winona.edu
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Athenaeum: The Actor As
Chameleon
Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: Library 2nd floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AOuam@winona.edu

Employee Recognition 2012
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Place: SAC - Kryzsko
Contact: Robin Belong

Documentary: "Poliwood"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: SLC 120
Contact: Nathan Wardinski

Celebration of Research and
Creative Scholarship
Time: 2-6 p.m.
Place: East Hall - Kryzsko
Contact: Michael Delong
MPelong@wlnona.edu

String Ensemble Concert
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: PAC - Recital Hall
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
MLenhardt@winona.edu
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Picnic on the Green: Michelle Lynn
Time: 12 p.m.
Place: Courtyard
Contact: Ali Zampino

Pseudo Naked 5k
Time: 10:30 a.m.
Place: Sheehan Hall
Contact: Ann Durley
ADurley@winona.edu

Deformography: Chris Pequin Solo
Art Exhibition
Time: All day
Place: Weber Gallery, Watkins Hall
Contact: Chris Pequin
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Well Cafe
Time: 4 - 5:30 p.m.
Place: IWC 143
Contact: Health Promotion
HealthPromotion@winona.edu

Time: 7:30 p.m.

International Club Dinner
i6 p.m.
Contact: internationlllillf

Forum: David Herbster
11:45 a.m.

Guest Artists: Timothy Schorr &
Mary Ellen Haupert
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: PAC - Recital Hall
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
MLenhardt@winona.edu

This Wide Night
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: PAC - Dorothy B. Magnus
Stage
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt
MLenhardt@winona.edu

Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion

Sign up is open for 2012 Welcome
Crew. See WSU Events Calendar
for details.
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OPINION/EDITORIAL
Easter: just another day?
Wednesday, April 11, 2012

Ashley Ludin
Guest View
As we all know, this past
weekend was Easter.
After my boyfriend told me
that Panera Bread, his place
of work, was still open on
Sunday, I was a little surprised.
When I asked why, he said
that there are only two days
of the year they're closed:
Thanksgiving and Christmas
Day.
Easter may be a religious
holiday, but so is Christmas.
The only difference is that
Christmas has turned into
a very secular holiday as
well, with many people not
acknowledging the religious
aspect.
In my opinion, it is

impossible to not realize that
Christmas is a religious event.
However, I do still think that
more places should be closed
on holidays.
It seems that the older I get,
more and more things are open
on holidays.
It used to be the grocery
store would be open until
noon, just enough time to pick
up some forgotten items, but
now they're usually open all
day.
This past Christmas, I was
guilty of taking advantage
of more places being open,
in the form of a McDonald's
breakfast.
One of my friends was
working at the time as well
and scolded us for coming to
McDonald's on Christmas.

We just knew that we
weren't having dinner until
later that afternoon and we
were hungry!
I'm also guilty of taking
advantage of places being open
yesterday.
It's a long four-hour
drive back to Winona from
Milwaukee
when
you're
hungry, so snagging some fast
food is always a good idea.
I remember when I was
little, driving to a relative's
house.
It looked like a ghost town!
Empty parking lots, stores and
restaurants closed, but now, it
seems like it's just another day.
There were many times this
year that I completely forgot it
was a holiday.
Perhaps I am getting to the

age where holidays aren't as
big of a thing, or perhaps our
society is changing the way we
view things.
Easter, like Christmas, has
become a very secular holiday.
Jesus' rising from the dead
has nothing to do with dying
eggs, egg hunts, bunnies, or
ham, but that is what it has
turned into in present day
society.
I realized just how secular
Easter has become when I
heard that an acquaintance
of mine, who is a Wiccan,
celebrated Easter, but stuck to
doing "springy things" like egg
hunts and dying eggs.
This struck me as so odd
because Easter is a very
religious holiday.
This just goes to show how

society can transform a holiday
to just another day.
At this rate, Christmas will
be obsolete within a few years.

Contact Ashley at
ALudin08@winona.edu

Have an opinion?
See it here.
Email Winonan@Winona.edu to get your rant or rave
published!

Need a job for the 2012 - 2013 school year?
Interested in writing for the Winonan?
Email the editors at winonan@winona.edu
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Whatever happened to school spirit?
Matt Barrett
Guest View
Looking at movies from
the '80s one would think that
schools in the U.S. (both high
schools and colleges) are
brimming with activity and
support for sports, campus
clubs, etc.
Going to a school was
something you took pride in
and even fought for, yet school
rivalries seem much less epic
nowadays than our fathers
made theirs out to be.
It seems as though the
majority of kids in a school's
student body are always
talking about how much their
town "sucks" and there's
nothing to do.
Don't deny that it's trueeven at a division II school,
football games can be near
empty and clubs struggle to
keep membership high enough
to continue.
I really want to know what

people are doing with their
time nowadays.
A college or high school
experience is so much richer
when you are involved with
your school.
After high school, I heard
so many say that their only
regret was not doing enough
to get involved on campus and
missing experiences that make
up the best memories of school
and still, very few people you
meet are passionate about
a club or organization they
participate in.
It seems like people only
have time to go to classes and
study.
The number of young
people who actually keep up
with news is dwindling at
the same rate of those who
participate in their school.
Involvement is shrinking
and nothing is replacing that
time other than aimlessly
browsing the Internet.

Hell, hardly anyone even
knows we have a radio station
on campus!
I can't imagine how I would
feel being so out of the loop,
not only for college but in the
rest of the world as well.
Kids don't do anything.
Sporting events are never full
to the brim as they should be,
most don't participate in any
way on campus, and hardly
anybody reads the paper
anymore.
It is a sad thing that there is
a lack of enthusiasm for school
participation
nowadays;
maybe it is just a sign of a
changing culture where it's not
"cool" anymore to be involved
with your school.
It's a shame, however, that
everyone who is not doing
something outside of going
to classes is missing out on
the most rewarding part of
attending a university.
If you want to have a more

fun college experience and
meet more people, the easiest
and most efficient thing to do
is join something that interests
you.
Nobody is going to
remember the hours they
spent on facebook or watching
television 20 years from now,
so get out and get involved on
campus.

Contact Matt at
MDBarrettl 0@winona.edu
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Rerelease of "Titanic" pleases audiences

Hannah Bauman
Winonan

Turning 19 is not the most
glamorous of times. You have
already lived a year of being
a legal adult and you can't
go to the bars and celebrate.
You just...turn 19.
That is why I chose to
treat my friend to something
nostalgic. My group of
friends brought her to the 3D
showing of "Titanic".
We kept it a surprise until
the last minute and when
I finally told her I busted
out laughing. Here was this
girl I have known since
kindergarten, light up and
instantly regress to age five.
She shrieked and giggled and
brought both her hands up to
cover her mouth. Then after
the shock wore off a little bit
the only thing she said was,
"You could have warned a
girl! I didn't put waterproof
mascara on!"
And boy, what a mistake!
The re-release of the nineties
blockbuster hit "Titanic"
was totally worth the $11
ticket. This being my first
ever 3D movie I was rather
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excited. But I was shortly and charming smile make
disappointed. The glasses any female in the audience
gave me a headache and the instantly swoon.
Right from the start you
things that were done in 3D
didn't really add to the movie can tell he's more than just a
experience.
traveler of the world passing
Thankfully, this was only by, he's actually experienced
my second time seeing the the world. That's why the
movie all the way through, so character of Jack Dawson is
sitting through all three hours so entertaining.
of it wasn't a challenge.
He is true to himself and
Revisiting this movie made even while stuffed into
me realize why it was such a tight flattering tuxedo,
a hit the first time it was he entertains his dinner
released. There is the untold acquaintances with tales
story of a survivor, now over of his American life. He
a hundred years old, and how inspires those he meets. He
she lost her love but found just puts a smile on my face.
Another
one
of
the
her life on the great ship that
characters that puts a smile
was titled "the unsinkable".
Like any human, I love on my face is Kathy Bates'
a good story and the way character Molly Brown.
this one was told gave me Titled the American with
constant goose bumps. The "new money" she brings
slow narrative voice of the a charm to the screen.
elder Rose reminded me of The western twang in her
my aunts and how they would voice and her crudeness
entertain my cousins and me made me laugh, just seeing
with stories, from their own the reactions of the more
childhoods.
sophisticated women aboard
The scene with Leonardo the ship. Fun fact: Reba
DiCaprio winning the Titanic McEntire was considered to
tickets sets the feel of his play Molly Brown. Although
character. His street manners I love Reba, her music

constantly playing on my
iTunes, Bates was just better
suited for the role.
Kate Winslet has always
been one of my favorites,
right up there with Julia
Roberts and Meryl Streep.
There is an elegance in her
acting, she takes the time to
research her character and
really become them. With the
role of young Rose, she was
perfect. Staying well brought
up on the outside but fighting
on the inside. She would be
dressed in the finest clothing
and want nothing more than
to tear it to shreds.
Speaking of the clothing,
what an amazing wardrobe
this whole movie had. The
first class passengers were
classy. And classy means
they wore some tip-top
attire. The beading on the
dresses and matching of the
shoes for the females. The
structured tuxedos and cuff
links of the men.
It makes me wonder where
the art of creating clothes
went. Nowadays the clothes
are created and sold at dirtcheap prices only to rip

shortly after. I truly enjoyed
the beauty of all gowns
worn by Winslet, for her to
work every single one must
not have been hard. The
craftsmanship alone that
would go into just one of the
gowns. Unbelievable.
Many of the cast had to
spend hours on end filming
in water. By the end of the
day I'm sure everyone was
a total raisin all over. It took
complete dedication to pull
this production off. And
who else would have created
it than James Cameron,
the
mastermind
behind
"Avatar" (although, just to
clarify things, Disney did
it years earlier, it's called
"Pocahontas"). The beauty
of the re-release of a movie
is that I won't have to wait
for it to come out on DVD
or VHS (none of this bluray silliness). I can sit up in
my bed, with a box of tissue,
face clean of any mascara,
and weep for the love lost
between Jack and Rose.
Contact Hannah at
HBauman 10@winona. edu
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Fair weather fans show signs of spring on campus

Frisbee enthusiasts Nat Weippert and Molly Barrett get ready for the spring season.
Hannah Jones

Winonan
It never fails. Every time
the weather gets to be above
60 degrees, every time that
sun actually begins to be
warm again, it happens.
Like the figurines in
German cuckoo clocks, the
usual suspects all come
out of their dorms and
assume their positions on
the green with surprising
predictability. I could almost
hear the chime and the little
bird that summoned them,
smiling and whirring, to the
lawn.
Without fail, these three
college archetypes come out
of the woodwork as soon as
the sun comes out from the
cloud cover.
You could be in literally
any campus in America, and
this principle would still
hold true.
We regard them with the
same regularity of migratory
birds or perennials. They are
just a part of springtime in
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Winona.
1.
Frisbee Enthusiasts
I don't care where you are,
you are familiar with these.
Frisbee is their religion, and
the college campus is their
ancestral homeland. Pretty
much as soon as we got back
from spring break, they were
out on the green lobbing
slow, lazy discs through the
air. Multiple factions crossed
their trajectories with one
another and sudden March
wind gusts sent several discs
flying into the circles of other
Frisbee players. Just walking
down the sidewalk for class
can sometimes be a hazard
if the weather is pleasant.
One misstep, one minute of
distraction, and you can find
a saucer of plastic wedged in
your mouth as a lanky dude
in shorts and a t-shirt lopes
over calling, "Sorry, bro."
When this happens, I try to
get into it and toss the disc
back to its owner. However,
as soon as leaves my hand,
it veers off and winds up
lodged in some other poor

sap's mouth. Sorry, bro.
2.
Guitar Enthusiasts
Get used to the Beatles,
Bon
Iver,
and encore
performances of "Hey There,
Delilah" echoing across the
campus. These vigilante
musicians see a warm
campus as a concert hall, and
several of them at a time will
set up camp between Frisbee
players to regale passerby
with the mellow tones of
their acoustic guitars. On
the surface, this can be an
annoyance, especially since
they seem only to know
three songs between them,
but I like to just let it wash
over me and pretend that I'm
in the sad part of an indie
movie. After all, it could
be worse. Can you imagine
what the campus would
be like if other unplugged
instruments
were
so
rampantly popular? Picture
a campus full of trumpeters,
or oboists, or calliopes. Trust
me. The trendiness of the
acoustic guitar is a blessing.
However, I wouldn't say no

Sarah Christiaansen/Winonan
to a campus full of masterful
accordion players. Then I
could pretend I'm in the
happy part of a movie that is
set in France.
3.
Tanning Enthusiasts
Last but not least, these
students tend to expand their
territory beyond campus and
out into the parks and lake
areas. Nowadays, it's hard
to walk ten feet without
seeing two girls lounging
on a beach towel in nothing
but bikini tops and short
shorts. I'm not intrinsically
opposed to bikinis in any
way, but exposure this soon
after winter means that the
exposed flesh stili glows
like lambent cave fungus.
I'd still take a couple of
girls on a blanket over their
male counterpart. Dudes.
Sometimes your chest hair
and nipples on a backdrop
of pasty skin is not what I
want to see splayed before
me directly after lunch. Now,
I'm not unreasonable, so I
merely suggest you supplant
this annoying habit with

another one. May I suggest
Frisbee or acoustic guitar?
These examples of campus
fauna are just as common and
as harmless as squirrels, and
every spring, they all come
out like dandelions after the
snow melts. Like dandelions,
their presence can sometimes
be a nuisance or a source of
allergic irritation, but they
are a herald of spring and
a sign of a lively campus
environment.
I suppose I wouldn't send
these three archetypes away
if I had the power. They're
simply irrevocable as a part
of the college experience.
Like longboarders.
...Do not get me started on
longboarders.

Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Healthy Mondays discusses sexual violence and assault
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan
As the program begins to
wrap up for the semester,
Winona State University's
Healthy Mondays presented
a discussion about sexual
violence and assault on April

even think it's rape."
thereby foster action in our
Gage
agreed,
noting, community."
"What wasn't intended as
Gage agrees. "We have
rape becomes rape."
to start with ourselves when
Consequences of sexual working toward fighting
assault decided upon by sexual assault.
We have
attendees included jail time to change the way things
for perpetrators, sexually are there then spread the
transmitted infections, and work, and it starts with
2.
Held in The Well - room emotional scarring, along communicating our wants
138 in the
Integrated with a societal mentality of and needs, especially with
Wellness Complex - the teaching people not to get our partners."
Health
and
Wellness
discussion was free and open raped instead of teaching not
Promotions
Coordinator
to all students. 15 people to rape.
Though not well known by Erica Thibodeaux took a
attended the event.
Winona
State
WAGS most college students, it is moment to praise the student
majors Dana Iden and against the law to have sex leaders as well as the overall
Mackenzie Gage led the with someone who is drunk, Healthy Mondays program.
discussion designed to raise even if he or she consents "It's a combination with a
awareness regarding sexual at the time, since the person national campaign, but we [at
assault and related violence is not able to make fully Winona State] incorporate
on campus. Both students cognitive choices. "Society our
own
programming,
are advocates trained to falls short because we don't and the fact that it allows
respond to reports of sexual teach people that other us to have student-led
assault and offer support people can't consent while activities and Health and
by providing information they're drunk," Iden said. Wellness advocates is great."
about and access to campus "No one studies the law who Thibodeaux also said how
and community resources doesn't have to, so not that great it was to have had
for
dealing
with
the many people know about it." a program "about every
Additionally, Gage and Monday this semester, and
circumstances.
"Sexual assault is not Iden wonder if past sexuality a variety of topics to cover
made as big of a deal here as lessons - such as high all the different dimension of
school sexual education - health."
it should be," Iden said.
In relation to raising
Iden
and
Gage
led fail people as they further
"Look at the awareness for issues of
attendees through a variety mature.
of activities designed to drinking, partying culture we sexual assault and violence,
of
Project
stimulate
contemplation have here, and ask yourself, members
will
visit
and conversation on sexual 'Does society teach us to Unbreakable
assault and its causes. Small drink responsibly?"' said Winona State April 12. A
groups were asked to outline Gage.
photography project started
A
participatory
video by Grace Brown last fall,
a
problem-solving
tree
graphic, with "sexual assault" created by a Winona State Project Unbreakable uses
as the theme.
Members HERS class was also shown photography to help heal
brainstormed what the root as part of the discussion. sexual abuse survivors by
causes of discrimination Described by Gage as photographing them with
were and what consequences being "made by students to posters that hold quotes
resulted from these attacks.
students," the film showed from their attackers. Yvonne
Recurring problems the unedited footage of several Moss, a rape survivor and
talking
about advocate for victims of
groups noted were prior students
drug use or abuse, social unwanted sexual encounters sexual abuse, described the
causes such as peer pressure on campus.
project as "a way for victims
Iden
said,
"It
was to take the power back of the
and the cyclical nature of
violence, and the perceived purposefully not edited to words that were once used
promiscuity certain clothes avoid taking away what was against them."
or attitudes provide.
said."
The annual Take Back the
"The media often shows
"The video shows students Night and Speak Out rally
instances of people drinking or people who are relatable will also be held on the
alcohol before having sex, to get students in similar Winona State campus April
which can cause a lot of situations to talk about 19.
people to get the wrong it," Tucker Blegen added.
idea," Iden said. "People "We want to show others Contact Courtney at
misread signals and don't and get them talking, and CKowalke08@winona.edu
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Bluff Country Co-Op provides natural, sustainable foods
Sarah Christiaansen
Winonan
With big-name grocery
stores like Hy-Vee and Wal
Mart available, people often
overlook the littler guys.
Since 1972, the Bluff
Country Co-op in Winona,
Minn., has provided natural
and sustainable foods.
"Some of the advantages
of joining a food co-op
are feeling good about
supporting local businesses
and knowing that you have
access to organic, non-GMO
altered and healthy foods,"
Emily Copeland, well body
manager at the co-op, said.
As well body manager,
Copeland is responsible for
ordering body care products
and helping customers with
questions about the products.
For food to be non-GMO,
which stands for genetically
modified organism, it has to

be unaltered from genetic
engineering. Some of these
foods provided at the co-op
are grass-fed, pasture-raised,
non-factory-farmed
meats
and poultry.
Copeland
said
that
spending money on these
types of products helps to
sustain a better world with
a cleaner environment with
regard to the quality of land,
water and air that is needed
to live a healthy life on earth.
"Helping such an endeavor
through being part of a
cooperative also can help you
experience a sense of being
part of a greater community
of similar minds and values,
which can impart a happier
state of being," Copeland
said.
Another benefit of joining
a co-op is that the food comes
from residents.
"Here at Bluff, joining
our
cooperative
means

that you'll be supporting
local farmers and artisans,"
Heather Kitching, front-end
manager at the co-op, said.
"Some of which are probably
your neighbors."
The co-op looks for
companies
with
highly
reputable standards and fairtrade practices, which means
that the food is purchased
directly from the growers.
Besides locals, the main
distributor to Bluff Country
Co-op is United Natural
Foods, Inc.
This company is the
leading independent national
distributor of natural, organic
and specialty foods and
related products, including
nutritional
supplements,
personal care items and
organic produce, in the.
United States, Kitching said.
Because the co-op is
filled with products that
many people have never

heard of, the workers
strive to understand and be
knowledgeable about all of
them.
"A personal mission I have
taken on here at Bluff Country
Co-op is to make sure that
I understand all labeled
ingredients," Carol Meyer,
well body buyer at the co-op,
said. "I do not agree to buy
any product with potential
cancer-causing or otherwise
harmful ingredients."
As well body buyer, Meyer
is responsible for researching
and purchasing healthy body
care products.
Some other distributors are
Hillendale and co-op partner,
Albert's Organics.
"The majority of our meats
are ordered directly from the
farmer, who then delivers
them
personally," Trina
Barrett, grocery buyer at the
co-op, said. "I always try to
get products that are made

close to Winona and always
look at what's in them and
how they are made. I think
our customers put a lot of
trust in us when it comes to
what we put on the shelf."
Members and workers
come together to help run
this co-op. Members request
foods and workers try to
provide these foods.
"It's everybody working as
a team to achieve a common
goal and every member truly
counts," Barrett said. "So,
the advantages? Supporting
something you believe in and
also having a voice in what's
important to you."

Contact Sarah at
SChristiaanse07@winona.

serve, m connect. We care

Living off-campus in the fall?
Sign-up now for your fall Internet and TV install to
guarantee you won't have to wait for an opening.
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Blood Orange releases album showing off talents, interests

Michael Wittig
Winonan
To most, he is known
as Dev Hynes, to others
Lightspeed
Champion,
but with his latest release
"'Coastal Grooves" he takes
on the alias Blood Orange.
The album released Aug. 30
on Domino Records is his

first under this moniker.
Devonte Hynes grew up
in London England until
moving to New York City
five years ago. He started
playing the piano at age
7. Obsessed with his older
sister's piano compositions,
Hynes
was
ultimately
led to piano lessons. He
soon discovered the cello

and devoted as
much time to his
instrumentation, as
the local sports in
Essex England. He
cites alcohol use,
or "mid-twenties
disease"
for
steering him away
from sports.
His teen years
saw the emergence
of many home
recordings, genre
playing no role
in the creative
process. Whether
metal, rap, cello,
or piano based,
these tapes began
surfacing locally
at skate parks and
dive bars. This is
how Blood Orange
was born, directly
from the fingertips
of Dev himself.
He would hand out
the tapes at every
opportunity, to anyone who
would listen.
Hynes first burst onto the
music scene in California
years back as a producer.
He has worked with many
notable artists, including
a 2007 Grammy award
winning Chemical Brothers
album. Hynes played guitar

briefly for a band Test Icicles
from '04-'06. The band was
notorious for outrageous and
disturbing live performances.
In 2007 Hynes started
his Lightspeed Champion
project which highlighted
his talents as essentially
a one-man-band. He also
somehow found the time to
author four books between
'07 and 2010, one a book
of his own photography. In
2009 with Lightspeed on
hiatus Dev decided it was
time branch out with more
of an electronica project.
Blood Orange was born.
"Coastal
Grooves"
explores Hynes' trials on
both east and west coasts.
It was written in Hynes'
Brooklyn apartment, the city
a soundtrack to his artistic
explosion. The album was
recorded in L.A. while
Hynes produced an album
for Solange Knowles.
Hynes describes the vibes
on the Blood Orange album
as late night car music; "Like
5 or 6 a.m. that's the kind of
mood I'm going for." Most
of the songs feel like demos,
with Hynes again displaying
his slew of musical talents and
interests. The comparison to
one purple-caped superstar
Prince is inevitable. The

'
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music is extremely erotic,
the vocals follow suit.
There is a huge movement
going on today in many
genres of music, of trying to
capture elements of the past.
To say Hynes captures the
essence of the 80's, 90's, and
future, is an understatement.
Coastal Grooves truly reveals
what is exciting about music
today.
On this album Hynes
welcomes us into the most
intimate
of
chambers,
somewhere where his laptop
meets his heartbreak. The
vocals are painful, but not
desperate.
The music is
soulful, but not sappy. I dare
anyone to listen to the track
"Sutphin Boulevard" and not
find themself nodding and
dancing uncontrollably.
The album flows as a
highway to modern music,
while
allowing
detours
straight
into
Prince's
dressing room. While not
for everyone, this is the type
of album I spend my days
and nights trying to find.

Contact Michael at
MJWittig5558@winona.edu
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Top 10 Most Annoying Songs Currently on the Radio
by: Sarah Christiaansen

10. "Part of Me" by Katy Perry
Worst lyric: "You chewed me up and spit
me out like I was poison in your mouth."
9. "Brokenhearted" by Karmin
Worst lyric: "Business on the front, party
in the back. Maybe I was wrong, was the
. outfit really wack?"
8. "Drive By" by Train
Worst lyric: "On the upside of a downward
spiral, my love for you went viral and I
loved you every mile you drove away."
7. Anything by Adele that is overplayed
Worst lyric: OK, I actually really like Adele,
but hearing "Someone Like You" over and
over gets to be a bit much.
6. "A Thousand Years" by Christina Perry
Worst lyric: "I have died everyday waiting
for you." (That's a lot of dying)

5

Back Home" - Gym Class Heroes
Worst lyric: "Cause you and I above all
that, just let them wallow in it. Now they all
choked up, yuck, 'cause they be swallowing
it."

4. "Wild Ones" - Flo Rida
Worst lyric: "I might lose it, blast to the roof,
that how we do'z it (do'z it do'z it)."
3. "Glad You Came" by The Wanted
Worst lyric: "Time is slipping away, away
from us so stay, stay with me I can make,
make you glad you came."
2. "Domino" by Jessie J
Worst lyric: You got me losing my mind, my
heart beats out of time. I'm seeing
Hollywood stars, you strum me like a
guitar."
1. "International Love" by Pitbull
Worst lyric: The whole song.

YOUR AD HERE!
Contact winonait@winona.edu
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Softball continue winning, now 32-3 overall and 13-1 in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
Alyssa Griffith
Winonan
A game-winning single by
Britt Stewart led the Warrior
softball team to a sweep over
Concordia-St. Paul Tuesday,
winning game one 6-1, and
game two, 5-4.
In game two, Stewart came
to the plate with game tied at
four, and Molly Link and Kathy
Crudo on base.
Stewart sent the ball down
the left field line for a single
allowing Link to score the
winning run.
Winona State University had
a two-run lead in the third after
an RBI groundout by Link and
a single by Crudo that scored a
run.
Concordia-St. Paul came
back with four runs in the
fourth to take a 4-2 lead.
The Warriors responded
quickly to tie the game off of
RBI singles by Link and Kim
Wachholder in the bottom half
of the inning.
After allowing an unearned
run in the third inning of game
one, Winona State scored all
six runs in the fifth, starting

with consecutive singles by
Kaitlin Hardie, Melissa Ryes
and Brooke Piotrowski.
Link tied the game by
driving Hardie home on an RBI
groundout, and Crudo followed
with a single bringing in two
more runs for a 3-1 lead.
Sam Hildebrandt took a pitch
to center for a three-run home
run.
Struzynski's record improved
to 15-1, throwing a complete
game while fanning four.
Kelsey
Anderson
and
Struzynski
impressed
on
Friday in the Warriors' sweep
of Southwest Minnesota State.
Winona State won game one
1-0, and took a 2-1 victory in
game two.
Struzynski allowed two hits
with eight strikeouts in game
one for her 70th career win—
second on Winona State's alltime records.
Hardie leadoff the fifth with a
single, stole second, advanced
to third off of a Piotrowski
single, and scored off of a
single by Link.
Southwest scored in the
first inning of game {wo on a
controversial call on a double
steal.

Stewart tied the game in the
second with a solo home run.
Winona State took the lead
in the third, with consecutive
singles by Piotrowski and Link
and an RBI sacrifice fly by
Wachholder.
Anderson allowed five hits in
6 1/3 innings, and Struzynski
recorded her third save of the
season.
"The
games
against
Southwest were lower scoring
games, but, just before those
games, our coach emphasized
sometimes games are going to
be close but what will separate
us from others is our drive and
passion in those moments,"
Reyes said. "Even if we win
10-0 or 1-0 the better team that
day will win, and that's what
we did."
Winona State split two
games with Minnesota State
on Saturday, losing game one
1-0, and taking a 7-4 victory in
game two.
Winona State had an
opportunity in game one when
Morgan Lintz singled and
Jessica Kullmann advanced to
second on a sacrifice bunt in
the third.
Reyes hit a ball just over

the pitcher's head for a single,
but Kullman was called out on
runner's interference and the
inning ended on a groundout.
Link singled in the fourth,
extending her hit streak to 17
games, which she extended to
18 games in game two.
Minnesota State scored an
early run in game two, and
Winona State answered with
six runs in the bottom of the
first.
Piotroski singled followed
by a Wachholder double to put
runners on second and third
with one out.
A bunt by Crudo on a suicide
squeeze scored Piotrowski
tying the game at one.
An error by the Maverick's
first baseman allowed Crudo to
reach base.
Stewart hit an RBI double,
followed by a two-run single
by Hildebrandt, and two-run
base hit by Reyes for the 6-1
lead.
Clutch hitting has allowed
the Warriors to capitalize on
opportunities and get runs
across the plate.
"They have to go into every
at bat first of all believing they
can be successful," Coach Greg

Jones said. "Don't go up there
with an 'I've got to,' mentality,
go up there with an 'I get to.'
You have an opportunity, you
get to have an at bat, good for
you. If it doesn't work out, so
what—the next kid is going to
pick you up. That's a world of
difference versus that, 'I've got
to get a hit, I've got to get a hit.'
More than anything, I think
their approach is what helps
us put line drives together and
put multiple hits together in an
inning."
Minnesota State scored one
in the top of the fourth, and two
in the fifth but an RBI single by
Hardie earned one run back for
Winona State.
Stewart recorded the win,
giving up nine hits and two
earned runs in six innings.
Struzynski earned the save,
with two strikeouts in the final
inning.
The Warriors are now 32-3
overall and 13-1 in conference
play.
The next eight games will be
on the road, with the first pair at
Augustana on April 11.
Contact Alyssa at
AGriffith09@winona.edu

Track and field on the right track with only four regular season meets left this season
first place finish. Potter had a
th*ow of 60.56 meters, which
automatically qualifies for
After
placing
second NCAA Championships in May.
"I was pretty excited to hit
overall at the Oshkosh open
last" Saturday, the Winona 60m. That is a goal I have
State Warrior track and field had for a few years now," said
team achieved new records, Potter. "I am looking forward
individual titles and several to the rest of the season and
battling it out with Jenny
NCAA qualifying marks.
Last Saturday the Warriors Schueler."
Senior Jenny Schueler has
battled it out at the UWOshkosh Open coming in also had a sensational meet,
second place with 183.5 points earning a third place finish
next to University Wisconsin with a throw of 57.47 meters,
Oshkosh.
The
Warriors which qualifies for the NCAA
dominated in several events, Championships. Schueler made
taking in four first
place the record books by achieving
individual titles.
the 16th all time farthest throw
On the field, Michelle Potter in Division II history.
In track, the girls 200 meters
achieved the sixth farthest
hammer throw in the history took the top five places with
of NCAA division II, defeating Nicole Drangstveit coming
all competitors earning a in first with a time of 24.77
Mitch Rudolph
Winonan

16* Sports

followed by team mate Caitlin
Dhein with 25.19. "My dream
goal has been to get in the 24's
for the 200 and when it actually
happened I didn't know how to.
react. Once it sank in I couldn't
help but smile and feel a sense
of accomplishment," said
Drangstveit.
The Warriors have been right
on "track" this year earning
numerous NCAA qualifying
times and record breaking
marks.
"Our team has had so many
amazing marks already for
outdoor season and we have
only had two meets. This is the
strongest and most determined
team that I have been a part
of! I know that we are going
to accomplish some big things
this season and I cannot wait
to see how it ends up!" said

Drangstveit.
The Warriors have made
a great start to their outdoor
season excelling in both track
and field events. The Warriors
have their eyes set on the
conference title. "It's been
a close race for conference
champs between University of
Mary, Austana and us," said
3rd year team veteran Kayla
Gudmundson. "This could be
the year we beat them and take
the conference title."
With four more regular
season meets to go, the
Warriors continue to train
vigorously in order for them
to achieve a conference title as
well as excelling in the NCAA
Championships. Their next
meet is at the Wisconsin-River
Falls Invitational on April
13-14. For more information

of the girls, log on to www.
winonastatewarriors.com.

Contact Mitch at
MRudolph08@winona.edu
The Hair Gallery
278 E 3rd Street
507.457.0392
Call to schedule an
appointment today

Warrior tennis now 13-2 overall and 7-1 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference this year
Jamie Babetch
Winonan
The Winona State University
women's tennis team went 2-0
last weekend against University
of Minnesota Duluth and
Southwest Minnesota State
University.
The Warriors add to their
winning streak making it 6-0.
The Warriors started off their
weekend beating Duluth 7-0.
Winona State won both
double matches with a score of
8-0. The Warriors also claimed
all five of their singles matches.
Leah Dahl defeated her
opponent 6-0 and 6-2.
Jessica Urban and Leah
Koehler beat their opponents
with matching scores of 6-1
and 6-0.
Andrea Krueger and Laura
Lindstrand won their matches
with scores of 6-3 and 6-0.
Kelsey Rice said, "Team is

very important, if on individual
is down then the whole team
takes on a different feeling.
We count on one another to lift
each other up."
Winona State also shut out
Southwest Minnesota State
University 9-0.
The three doubles matches
were won with scores of 8-2,
8-2, and 8-1.
Brittney Freund and Erin
Kappers each won their singles
matches with two scores of 6-0.
Krueger won her match with
two scores of 6-1.
The Winona State Warriors
beat Wisconsin- La Crosse in
their final home match 5 to 4.
With this win against La
Crosse the Warriors are now on
an eight game winning streak.
The Winona State Warriors
went 1 and 3 in the doubles
matches.
Erin Kappers and Leah Dahl
came out on top of their match

with a score of 8 to 3.
The Warriors then came back
winning 4 out of 6 of their
singles matches.
Kappers won with scores of 6
to 1 and 6 to 0.
Jessica Urban defeated her
partner 6 to 0 and 6 to 4.
Laure Lindstrand beat her
partner with a score of 6 to 4
and 7 to 6.
Lastley, Andrea Krueger
come out on top in her match
with scores of 6 to 2 and 6 to 4.
The Warriors are now 13-2
on the season and 7-1 in
conference.
The Warriors stand strong
at 2 in conference behind
Augustana.
Winona State will finish their
season on the road against Mary
and Minnesota Crookston April
14.
Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu

Michael Ruka/Winonan
Jessica Urban hits a serve during
* warm-ups before a match.
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DISTRIBUTION CENTER:
• Opportunities for advancement
• We have PART-TIME & FULL TIME opportunities
on 1st & 2nd shift in our state of the art Distribution Center

WE ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING APPLICANTS:
• With solid work history and proven dependability
- Who enjoy working in a fast paced environment
• Who possess a strong work ethic, are reliable and efficient
- Who have excellent attention to detail and have experience working
in a physically demanding work environment
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Warrior baseball breaks out in a big way, breaking school records in the process
Erin Cochran
Winonan
The Winona State University
baseball team finished their
home game stretch with a split
against Upper Iowa on Tuesday,
a split on the road against
Northern State on Friday
and clinched both games on
Saturday while making school
history.
The Warriors took the lead
early in game one on Tuesday,
with three runs in the first by
a Kyle Sill double on bases
loaded.
The Peacocks switched up
the game in the second but the
Warriors responded in the third
when Ryan Ledvina brought
home two runs on a double
and Lucas Warren had a RBI
single, giving Winona State a
6-4 advantage.
Upper Iowa came ahead
with a run in the fourth and
tied in the sixth. The Peacocks
solidified their 7-6 victory with
a run in the seventh.
The Peacock pitchers walked
ten batters in game one.
The Warriors made an
explosive debut in game two
on Tuesday and nailed a 13-1
victory.
Freshman catcher, Eden
Cranston hit a home run in the
second inning in his collegiate
debut at bat. He then brought
home Adam Gemuenden in the
third on a RBI single to give
the Warriors a 3-0 lead.
The fourth inning broke open

the game and showed a clear
Winona State split the
advantage for the Warriors with doubleheader on Friday on the
nine runs put on the board to road in Aberdeen, S.D. Against
make the score 12-0.
Northern State.
Cody Strang started the rally
The Warriors won game one
with a two-run single. Cranston 2-0
then came to the plate with
Senior pitcher, Kodey Simon
bases loaded and hit a single threw a three-hit shutout with
into left field drawing in two. no walks and four strikeouts.
Derek Wojcik finished up the
Gumuenden put the Warriors
inning with a two-run single.
on the board in the third on a
Nate Van Roekel, Mike walk. Sill sent Gemuenden
Wasilik, and Jonathan Nelson to second with a single and
all recorded RBIs.
the team scored by a Seth
The final run came in the McMullen double.
sixth on a triple by Nelson and
Neither team scored until the
got home by a RBI ground out top of the seventh from a RBI
by Lucas Warren.
single by Ben Weeks, giving
Warrior pitcher for six the Warriors a 2-0 lead and
innings, Tyler Zemla, struck final score.
out five and gave up four hits.
In game two, Winona
"The split was a bit State took a 5-1 lead in the
disappointing,"
said
Van fourth inning with three
Roekel. "Our goal at the runs. McMullen, Sill and
beginning of the year was to be Gemuenden recorded RBIs in
top of the conference, and the the fourth. Wojcik hit a RBI
way we played the first game single in the fifth inning.
was not to our caliber. The
Northern State rallied in the
intensity and the focus we had bottom of the seventh taking an
the second game was where we 8-5 lead with their impressive
should be every game and the seven-run inning.
results show that we can be a
The Warriors fought back
great team."
scoring two in the top of
"We should have won both the eight on a double by
games but they came ready Cranston and a McMullen
to play the first game and got RBI groundout. Despite their
the hits they needed to win," efforts, the Warriors fell 8-7.
Gemuenden said. "It's always
Saturday's games against
nice to play at home in front of Northern State were different
your home fans plus getting a from Friday's as the Warriors
good night's sleep in your own broke multiple school records
bed rather than the hotel room and won both games.
where you are sharing it with
The men won 16-9 in game
three other guys."
one and then 35-6 in game two.

ncnaei KuKa/winonan
A Winona State batter focuses on the pitch as it
comes across the plate.

The Warriors set a program
record for runs batted in with
35, set a school record for runs
batted in with 35, set a school
record for runs scored in a
game with 35, beating the 1961
record of 33 and the 16 extra
base hits tied the 1970 school
record.
In game one, the Warriors
took an early 6-0 lead with two
runs in the first and four in the
second. Van Roekel hit a single
and made it home on a Strang
double. Sill brought home
Strang on a sacrifice fly.
Nelson made it home after
a Warren RBI double after his
single to start of the second
inning. Strang then bombed a
three-run homer for the lead.
Winona State scored six
more in the fourth to solidify a
12-0 advantage with three runs
being homers by Sill, Weeks
and McMullen.
Northern State tried to come
back in game one by scoring
four in the sixth and seventh
but couldn't catch up.
In game one, the Warriors
had 20 hits and 11 of those for
extra bases.
Pitcher, Aaron Hoverson,
struck out five, gave up one run
and four hits in his five innings.
Game two was even more
impressive as the home runs
just kept on coming in.
In the second inning alone,
the Warriors recorded six
homers to take an early 13-1
lead.
Nelson and Van Roekel had

two and Sill and Gemuenden
also kept the Warriors on homer
streak.
Van Roekel hit his third in
the third inning to give the
Warriors a 20-2 advantage.
Cranston hit a two-run homer
in the fifth and Brett Young
finished it off the seventh.
"Being on the road this
weekend wasn't as bad as
people would assume," said
Van Roekel. "This allowed us
to focus on the games and play
baseball. Overall we played
well in three out of four games.
We have had a tendency of
losing focus once we get an
early lead and that was the case
for the loss. Once we maintain
that focus throughout every
game and everyone steps up
when needed, we will get four
wins on weekends."
"We are just trying to focus
on doing the little things right
right now; whether its defense
with pitching or fielding, or
getting the clutch hits with
runners on base," Geumenden
said.
"From here on out we want
to be more positive since there
is a lot of negativity and try to
play more relaxed as I think
everyone is pressing a little
bit," Simon said.
The Warriors will continue
their time on the road and will
face Minnesota Duluth on
April 11.
Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu

SiMHHi

rinonan
Warriors round third and second base as the ball
is fielded in the outfield.
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